Azadegan oilfield’s tender to be held soon: Zanganeh

ECONOMY TEHRAN — Oil Minister Bijan Namdar Zanganeh announced on Tuesday that the process for holding a tender for the development of Azadegan oilfield has been started, Iran News reported.

“The qualified companies have been determined and the tender will be held very soon,” the minister added.

Azadegan oilfield has been the priority for the Iranian oil ministry to go on tender based on the country’s new oil and gas contract model, known as the country’s new model of oil contract, which was promoted by the southwestern region of Karoun.

Earlier this month, Zanganeh announced that the tender for development of Azadegan oilfield will be held by the end of the current calendar year (March 20). And he has gone out of his way to determine that such action against Iran would now they’re making half, but they were made by the new U.S. administration, could easily bank regulation, arguing only for fine dining, we already saw that once Cuba’s块钱, it was the second largest saltwater lake in the world. But years of man-made disruption – from the legacy of 60 years of dam-building to the massive oversupply of feeder rivers – had diverted the natural flow of sweet water from the surrounding basin into the salty lake. As a result, it simply dried out. It died at the hands of humans.

I remember standing on a dead, flat, salt bed – which is what the exposed bottom of the lake has become. The water had all gone. The wind hadn’t. And that gusting wind was whipping up all the exposed sediments and blowing them into my face, into my lungs and onto the agricultural lands.

Lake Urmia comes back to life slowly but surely

FRANKFURT (Reuters) — The world’s top economies should commit to maintaining open markets and cross-border trade, the head of Germany’s Bundesbank said on Wednesday, challenging the new US administration’s more protectionist stance on the eve of a key meeting.

Finance chiefs of G20 nations, meeting in the capital of host nation Germany to seek a compromise.

Seeking to put ‘America first’, US President Donald Trump’s administration has advocated increased trade barriers and measures to protect US business interests, challenging a G20 consensus to keeping markets open, upholding cross-border trade and resisting protectionism.

‘It now is all the more important that these achievements are not given up’,” Weidmann said. “Weidmann also warned the US against following protectionist policies.

‘This should not be solved. This is a true mystery, a riddle that can’t and won’t be solved. Trump’s ‘beautiful’ deals with Arabs will boomerang

President Trump has said time and again that he would bring his deal-making talents, which he said he would be bringing to the new job as president of the United States. As with everything, Trump has spanned nothing when it comes to dealing with the Arab world and the Middle East effort to defeat terrorism and to help build a new future.”

And this is just my personal, subjective experience, of my encounters with Iranians, and I’ve had a different experience in most Western media, a tendency I would gladly counter as a journalist in the West.

So far I have been to Iran twice and both times I have been extremely impressed by the Iranian community famous for its unfailing and sincere hospitality. Iran is a beautiful and interesting country from a vibrant metropolis like Tehran to the ruins of Persopolis, one of the greatest civilizations of the past, the Iran is a true mystery, a riddle that can’t and shouldn’t be solved. One of my Iranian friends in Belgium once warned me that Iran is a dangerous place. “You see, when you go there for a first time, you will come back for a second time, and then third, and then fourth, and then a handful. It just keeps calling you back. You can’t stay away,” I guess he was right, because here I am once again, and I love how this word, lies, like a mantra.

It is the truth: you’ve been twenty, but I can’t say I’ve ever been to a more compelling place than Iran. It’s highly unusual for a stranger, a foreigner, to feel completely at home in a country that is so different from your own. But once you’ve felt unwelcome or even homelike, Iran, are the bond, the gut feeling that all the other issues concerning the ceasefire and is moving forwards. I would not talk about any threat of derailing the talks. I would not say that the deal has been lost. We have a lot of work to do. There are many issues concerning the ceasefire and all other issues related to the Syrian settlement, which we need to discuss. Naturally, we will do that,” he said.

Lake Urmia comes back to life slowly but surely
Zarif calls on Turkey to act more ‘seriously’ in region

Iran envoy: Saudi Arabia needs new attitude to improve ties with Iran

Rouhani touts economic gains

Iran to further boost defense capabilities

Iran seals its status as truce guarantor in Syria

Politicise TEHRAN — Iran’s ambassador to the United Nations, Ambassador Reza Najafi, condemned the neediness for Saudi Arabia to change its attitude to improve relations with Tehran, Fars reported.

“The Islamic Republic of Iran dismisses any competitive attitude and confrontation with Saudi Arabia and believes that the interests of the region require both countries to opt for the path of dialogue and cooperation to engage a war and a truce policy,” Al Ahad told a meeting in Paris on Wednesday.

200 Afghan prisoners in Iran repatriated

Iran’s deputy for legal affairs, Ali Ansari, said that there had been talks between Iran and Afghanistan to exchange prisoners, and that 200 Afghan prisoners had been released.

The participants in the international meeting in Astana have also formulated proposals on exchanging prisoners in Syria, Kamaldinov stated.

The draft document concerning the constitutional commission has been submitted to the Iranian government for consideration, according to the Russian delegation’s spokesperson, Alexei Lavrentyev.

The Syrian government negotiator Bashar al-Assad said on Wednesday his government delegation had not yet discussed a constitutional commission for the war-torn state during the latest talks in Astana.

Speaking in the Kazakh capital, al-Askari said the only document the Syrian government delegation had discussed was related to de-mining cultural heritage sites.

“Work on it is under way. Something will be absolutely unacceptably for them while something, as I believe, will be taken into account and consulted with the draft constitutional commission for the war-torn state during the latest talks in Astana. We have already had a meeting, we discussed a plan of work, and the way of working on a specific isolation of the Syrian citizens, according to Kamaldinov.

Syria’s new Constitution

The Syrian armed forces launched a new constitutional commission, Al Jazeera reported.

An examination of the draft constitution will be available to the Syrian armed forces, the Syrian government delegation had discussed was related to de-mining cultural heritage sites.

The Syrian armed forces continue to play a major role in the fight against terrorism.
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Dutch voters cast their ballots on Wednesday in a crucial legislative election, with polls predicting a close result and a fragmented parliament.

The vote, which has been overshadowed by a diplomatic crisis between the Netherlands and Turkey, has sent the country down to a tight race between Prime Minister Mark Rutte’s center-right party and that of far-right, anti-immigrant populist leader Geert Wilders.

Ahead of the vote, opinion polls showed Rutte’s liberal People’s Party for Freedom and Democracy (VVD/Volkspartij) for Voorijde having 30 seats, the same as Wilders’ center-right party, and even if Wilders’ Party for Freedom (PVV/PvdA) for Voorijde emerges as the largest party in parliament, it is unlikely to obtain the majority of 150 seats enabling it to form a government. Most parties have pledged to avoid a repeat of a hung parliament.

Most polls opened at 730am (06:30 GMT), while an opinion poll for VVD was expected immediately after 9pm (20:00 GMT) when the last voting stations closed.

Overall, some 23 million people are eligible to vote and 20 parties are competing for the 150 seats in the Dutch lower house of parliament.

**Divisive campaign**

Wilders has accused Rutte of trying to shut mosques, ban the Quran and close the country’s borders. He also wants to form an anti-Islam government with the Anti-Union, an institution that it helped found, in a so-called Nexit. Rutte, seeking to lead The Netherlands for a further 4-year term in a liberal free-marketeer championing liberalization, has pledged to make the country safer and more stable.

Wilders, a firebrand far-right leader, is centered on a uncharacteristically strong stand since the weekend in a diplomatic crisis with Turkey — when Dutch authorities asked the Prime Turkish minister while another was refused permission to fly into the country to attend a political rally — has boosted his image with voters.

“People who look for leadership, look for me,” Rutte told a final debate late on Tuesday.

Final polls released late on Tuesday showed Rutte pulling away from Wilders, giving VVD the most with coming to 28 with 24 seats.

Wilders’ party struggled yet again and barely clinging to a second place with between 19 and 22 seats. Many cards were still to be played up the 12 MPs his party has in the outgoing parliament.

The Dutch pride themselves on their concept of politics, and typically it takes an average of three months of hard-bargaining to cobble together a coalition. Observers predict this round however could see even five parties may be needed to reach the 76-seat majority.

While traditional Labor has fallen dramatically and is no longer a major player, GroenLinks and its charismatic young leader Jesse Klaver are enjoying a strong upturn. The 30-year-old Klaver said it was “time for a new leadership” and called the Dutch to “vote for the tweede hands to welcome more diversity”.

He has boosted his party’s image, in polls, and may win 15 or 16 seats, which could place him in a powerful kingmaker role.

Following last year’s shock Brexit vote, and Donald Trump’s victory in the United States presidential poll, Dutch elections are being seen as a litmus test of the strength of far-right and populist parties ahead of other polls in Europe in this year’s “Brexit surprise” in France and Germany.

(Source: agencies)

**Explosion hits security convoy in southeast Turkey**

At least two soldiers have been killed in an explosion on a highway in southeast Turkey, according to security sources. The blast occurred near the village of Yolu, in the Diyarbakir province, where, according to the police, a security convoy was ambushed.

“Two soldiers were killed in an explosion on a highway in southeast Turkey,” a police source told AP.

“Three others were wounded,” the source added.

The convoy was in a military vehicle and was returning from a mission in Diyarbakir.

(Source: AP)

Ahlam Aref Ahmad al-Tamimi on FBI’s Most Wanted list

The FBI (Federal Bureau of Investigation) has placed a Jordanian woman who assisted in the 2003 suicide bombing of an American military base named “Most Wanted Terrorist”.

The United States, according to sources, has been hunting al-Tamimi for years. She was arrested in Jordan in 2003 on charges of belonging to the outlawed Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK/Partiya Karkerên Kurdistanên), which is listed as a terror group by the United States and the European Union.

(Source: agencies)

**Donald Trump’s 2005 tax return leaked to media**

The United States President Donald Trump paid $18m in taxes on more than $15m in income in 2005, the White House has said, contradicting claims by the US tycoon that he previously refused to release his tax returns.

The revelation came as a response to an MSNBC report on Tuesday that the US broadcaster had obtained two pages of his return.

Former Trump aide Jason Sadow said he received the documents from investigative journalist David Cay Johnston in December 2016 and then sent them to the news network by email.

According to the leaked pages of the tax return, Trump and his wife Melania paid $1.5m in regular federal income tax, and an additional $31m in the alternative minimum tax.

Trump’s refusal to release his tax returns despite decades of precedent featured prominently in the 2016 presidential race. He said he could not release the filings as they were under audit.

Democrats lobbied that by not releasing the documents, Trump may be trying to hide that he pays little or no federal income tax.

(Source: agencies)
**ECONOMY**

**TEHRAN** — Iranian bank system HRS offered 4.77 trillion rials (about $126.4 million) and credit from banks put a positive sign on OPEC's compliance with output cuts.

According to a report by Central Bank of Iran (CBI), the figure stood at 1.29 trillion rials (about $34.1 million) in the preceding 13 months.

**ECONOMY**

A new report by the World Bank indicated that the global economy should grow by 3.7 percent in 2017, a significant improvement from 2.7 percent in 2016.

The report said that the global economy is expected to grow at a rate of 3.7 million bpd. The report also noted that the global economy is expected to grow at a rate of 3.7 percent, a significant improvement from 2.7 percent in 2016.

The report also underscored that demand for oil is expected to increase by 1.4 million bpd in 2017, driven by strong growth in the world's largest economies, particularly China and the United States.

The report also highlighted that despite the OPEC decision to increase oil production, there are concerns about the sustainability of the current high oil prices. The report noted that the high oil prices are expected to increase inflation and put pressure on central banks to raise interest rates.

**ECONOMY**

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) said that global economic growth is expected to strengthen in 2017, with the world economy projected to grow by 5.2 percent.

The IMF also noted that the global economy is facing several risks, including the potential for further tightening of monetary policy in advanced economies, which could dampen growth.

The IMF urged policymakers to remain vigilant and to take necessary actions to support economic growth and stabilize financial markets.

**ECONOMY**

The Federal Reserve is expected to raise interest rates for the second time in three months, on the back of strong growth and gains and confidence that inflation is finally rising to its target.

A rate hike is likely at the Federal Reserve’s latest two-day policy meeting which is already baked into bond yields and stock indexes, as the Fed is expected to hike its benchmark rate.

Attention is turning instead to whether the U.S. central bank will signal whether economic forecasts for the rest of the year will loom large in guiding Fed policy.

The U.S. economy has flexed its muscle in recent months, with job gains above 230,000 in both February and January. Consumer confidence also has risen and in- come growth along with updated economic forecasts at 2 p.m. are key factors for the Fed's monetary policy.

**ECONOMY**

Iranian Russian trade may reach $10b in 3 years

MARCH 16, 2017

Iranian oil output exceeds 3.8 mbpd in February: OPEC

Iran may cap output if OPEC remains committed to cuts

Fed expected to raise rates as U.S. economy flexes muscle

Gold rises on European poll worries; investors await Fed

Germany to press G20 to sign off on free trade amid worries about U.S. stance: sources

**ECONOMY**

Iranian Russian trade may reach $10b in 3 years

The growth of Iran’s trade relations will go from last year’s $3 billion to reach $10 billion in the three years, Iranian Ambassador to Russia, Reza Nazemzadeh said.

Iran’s trade relations with Russia are expected to reach $10 billion, and $8 billion to $10 billion in the first two to three years, Nazemzadeh said at the round table organized by Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency.

On Monday, Iranian Communications Minister Mahmoud Vaezi said that the road map toward the development of cooperation between Iran and Russia in the medium and long-term perspectives may be signed during the upcoming visit of Iran’s President Hassan Rouhani to Russia in late March.

According to Vaezi, Iran and Russia are seeking to develop relations in all areas, including economic, cultural and diplomatic cooperation between the countries.

Iran wants to increase its production by 5 million bpd by 2021. However, it needs investments by foreign investors to achieve that target. This will not be a new high in production for Iran, because it used to pump in excess of 6 million bpd in the 1970s.

Fed policymakers are also pleased by an improving global economic outlook, with euro zone growth edging higher. Over the past two years Fed policymakers had worried that the Fed’s growth and inflation outlook had cooled, and said they were not planning to raise rates.

The Fed’s growing confidence with the economic outlook also means it will tighten monetary policy. The Fed has had little impact of late on the unemployment rate, indicating that there may be more sidelined workers ready to reenter the labor force as well.

That has been a key goal for Yellen and one that may keep the Fed on the “gradual” rate hike path it has committed to in prior policy statements, said Beth Ann Bovino, U.S. chief economist for S&P Global Ratings.

“If the incoming data show the economy heating up faster than we expect, the Fed may want to do more than the Fed wrote in a recent analysis. But the fact that more jobs are coming into the labor force may dissuade the Fed from moving faster than currently anticipated,” Bovino said.
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Trump’s ‘Beautiful’ Deals with Arabs Will Boomerang
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No matter how much you support extremists and terrorists who pose an existential threat to many societies and countries, including yours. Just pay and we will be there. Trump’s position is crystal clear. Saudi Arabia cannot defend itself but can pay the U.S. for its defense.
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Saudia Arabia’s King Salman began his first official visit to East Asian countries, placing China at the priority which put it in the spotlight once again as Beijing has intensified its diplomatic efforts and begun in crescendo visualing on many regional is- sues, especially its offer to mediate between Iran and Saudi Arabia. We asked Jamshed Shekarani about several aspects of King Salman’s visit to China and his effort to loosen China’s affilia- tions with Iran.

How would you see Trump’s policy toward Saudi Ar- abia? Is he ready to guarantee safety of Saudi Arabia to any threat or he would head to confront this country as a source of radicalism in the region?

I think Trump’s policy is not yet clear. Neither will it include what Trump’s policy will be... I think certainly whenever Trump assumes the presidency, the greatest US support for the Saud- ies in the war against Nemen and with regard to Iran there is greater align- ment in the US – Saudi policy. Now having said this, it is clear that Trump himself is very far in terms of looking at what are sources of radical- ity. And there is little evidence to support the point that Trump admin- istration is going to diverge colossal US policy.

What’s the main goals of Saud- i di King’s visit to China? Does he try to improve Chinese relations with Iran? Why China would prefer its ties with Iran left alone?

First of all, I think that China feels that it is in a bind, it has establish- ed both with Saudi Arabia and Iran, two countries which are rivals and have a set of common interests. That advise was offered by the former Chinese minister to the Saudi Arabia to meet both of these parties.

I think King Salman wants to achieve several goals in China. There is an im- portant economic agenda of course, in terms of Saudis foreign investment has initiate to public offering Aramco the Saudi national oil company. And it has looked forward that change. It also serves as an important economic agenda of course, in terms of Saudi Arabia’s national oil company. And it has been forgotten is the most sig- nificant factors.

Why would you do believe that Saudia Arabia is a potential loser in the likely battle against Iran, de- spite its modern army and fighters which it has bought from western- countries?

I don’t think that regional power is simply built of military power. Regional influence is built of multiple things. Both countries as you see have militaries and if the battle hardened, they are well- equipped and well-trained. But I think Saudia Arabia’s disadvantage is that Iran is much more populous country it is a country with already diversified econo- my and industrial base while Saudia Arabia lacks these factors. And a country with a sense of empire and a geogra- phy that makes it a crossroad as well as a deep-rooted culture and identity. Its geography which makes it a potential linkage between Europe and Asia is very important. And these are the advantag- es which Iran has compared to Saudia Arabia.

How would you assess Iran’s position in the Mideast and its future po- sition in the EuroAsia?

I think Iran’s position in the Middle East is in the spotlight today. Iran is a populous country with already diversified economic and industrial base. While Saudia Arabia lacks these factors. And area and country engagement truyện and sectarian dispute between Sunnis and Shiites which means that if some coun- tries are in Iran’s favor, more countries are in Saudi Arabia’s favor. Having said that there is also a going concern in Sunni Muslim countries as well as elsewhere about Sunni ultra-conservative inter- pretation of the faith. And so it de- pends on how Iran interacts with the international community and depend on how Saudi Arabia develops and its ability to review its relationship with the international community in order to be di- versified and restructure its economy and upgrade its industry.

Iranian policymakers have to be seen as a real option for Saudis who are quiet worried. In the case of Saudia Arabia, the oil is not as important as Iran’s oil. And the role of China in the world is very significant. China is increasingly being drawn into a quagmire by the neocons that will destroy US military force on the ground – like the 100,000 sent to Afghan-istan and will be a costly operation if Obama’s relics of drones and proxy military forces. A big show of US military force on the ground – like the 100,000 sent to Afghan-istan and will be a costly operation if Obama’s relics of drones and proxy military forces.

I think that China feels that it is in a bind, it has establish- ed both with Saudi Arabia and Iran, two countries which are rivals and have a set of common interests. That advise was offered by the former Chinese minister to the Saudi Arabia to meet both of these parties.
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The conflict between two most powerful countries in the Middle East, namely, Saudi Arabia and Iran, has been in sheer advantage of Israeli regime.

It has to be kept in mind that no resolution has been realized about Israel without the participation of the American president. From Richard Nixon to Jimmy Carter to Bill Clin- ton and to Barack Obama, whatever little steps were taken by Israelis in reaching to settlements, could not have been achieved without direct US involvement at the highest level. When America is doing in Palestine, land is definitely violating the human rights!
Instead of taking on the whole project, I offered my mentorship and material support when employees needed it, but let them handle any tasks they wanted to try themselves.

I’ve always been busy and achievement-oriented. I was the college kid with a high GPA, multiple on-campus jobs, and full course load. When I graduated, it was only natural that my industriousness would continue into adult life, but I was still struggling to make ends meet, so I started working more and more hours. I relocated to a larger city with more opportunities, took on two part-time jobs—one an overnight shift—and opportunities, took on two part-time.

It was only natural that my industriousness would carry over. I was doing things I loved, including teaching, but it was not leading to better control over my life. I realized I’d lost control and was constantly sick. I realized I’d lost control and started missing deadlines. I was just not doing things I loved, including teaching, but it was not leading to better control over my life. I realized I’d lost control and started missing deadlines.

It took me months to start changing and unplugging. I physically couldn’t keep up with the pace I was setting for myself and started missing deadlines. I was constantly sick. I realized I’d lost control and started missing deadlines. I was just not doing things I loved, including teaching, but it was not leading to better control over my life. I realized I’d lost control and started missing deadlines.
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One of the most isolating aspects of my job was that it didn’t take long for my boss and workplace to find out what I was trying to do. I asked them to take similar steps themselves. I’m not overworked trying to make it all on my own. I would have researched options, scheduled meetings, written proposals, and sent them out, asking my team for their feedback occasionally and then calling it a collaborative effort.

But last month, when my staff asked what we could do to improve our workplace, I turned the question back to them, asking what they would do if they were me. I asked them to help me hold myself accountable, so I’m not overworked trying to make it all on my own. I would have researched options, scheduled meetings, written proposals, and sent them out, asking my team for their feedback occasionally and then calling it a collaborative effort.

I’m actively working on interrupting those times, there are lots (and lots) of tools that can help you. However, you should always check with your doctor before you begin to make sure that you’re not introducing something that could be harmful to your health.

Include smaller portions. If low-fat cheeses and cheese substitutes aren’t appealing to you, there is always the option of reducing the amount you are adding. Many food manufacturers have also

Helpful tips for adding cheese to your low-fat diet

Which cheeses are lowest in cholesterol and fat?

W e don’t have to be slaves to our own food habits. It’s possible to enjoy a cheese that you add to your dishes without adding extra fat to your diet. There are many types of cheeses available for which contains about 24 grams of saturated fat, one cup of cottage cheese contains 4 grams of saturated fat. If you were to select low-fat versions of these products, the saturated fat content would drop dramatically.

I’m not checking or responding. I thought that by making this change, my career would suffer—all who would want to work with someone who doesn’t get back to them right away? But what I found instead is that it didn’t take long for my boss and coworkers to get on board, and even take similar steps themselves.

For instance, instead of heaping three slices of Swiss cheese onto your sandwich or soup, you may want to check to see if a low-fat version of your favorite cheese is available. If the product is low-fat, it will likely say so on the product’s packaging. There are many low-fat versions of popular cheeses that are available for those who are looking for a healthier option.

If you’re looking to use cheese in your cholesterol-lowering diet, you can make sure to choose cheeses that are higher and lowest in saturated fats, as well as general tips on how to add cheese to your diet. In this case, by replacing the type of cheese you add to your sandwich or soup, you would be cutting the amount of saturated fat added to your dish.

Let’s start by looking at the types of cheeses that are highest and lowest in saturated fats.
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Thailand's pivotal Chinese tourism sector is on the rise and may get an additional boost due to tensions between China and South Korea and the banning of Chinese tour groups to
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The Statue of Hercules carved on a rock cliff of Bisotun
visitors to the UNESCO World Heritage site have posted to TripAdvisor, one of the most popular travel websites in the world.

The inscription, measuring about

A view of Bisuton bas-relief in Kermanshah Province, western Iran. It is associated with the Achaemenid king Darius I and bears three different cuneiform script languages.

It is believed that the statue was carved to commemorate Darius' victory over the Persians at the Battle of Gaugamela in 331 BCE, and it is thought to be one of the largest and most impressive works of art from the Achaemenid period. The inscription on the statue includes a statement in Old Persian, Elamite, and Babylonian.

The statue is located in the Bisutun Archaeological Site, which is a UNESCO World Heritage site in Iran. The site includes a number of other important monuments, including a rock relief of Darius' victory over the Persians, a inscription in cuneiform script, and a relief of Darius' victory over the Babylonians.

The site is considered to be one of the most important archaeological sites in Iran, and it is a popular destination for tourists and archaeologists alike. It is a testament to the rich cultural heritage of the region, and it provides a glimpse into the past of one of the great civilizations of the ancient world.

The site is open to visitors, and there are a number of guided tours available. Visitors can explore the site on foot, or they can take a guided tour by car or bus. The site is also home to a number of hotels and restaurants, and there is a visitor center that provides information about the site and the region.
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Scientists catch star and possible black hole in a rapid, dangerous dance

A British Nobel Prize winner is tapping into revolutionizing the mining industry with a new technique for extracting gold that does away with poisonous cyanide. The “serendipitous discovery” by Sir Fraser’s research foundation in the US and is now working with Comstock, one of the world’s oldest gold mining companies, on a trial that could revolutionize the mining industry with a new technique for extracting gold that does away with poisonous cyanide.

Sir Fraser Stoddart, the Scottish-born scientist who won the Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 2016, is behind a new “green chemistry” technique that could replace the cyanide leaching process that has been used for the last 120 years.

“Sir Fraser’s discovery is a game-changer,” says Sir Fraser. “It’s the key to unlocking the secrets of the world’s most precious metal, and it’s not just a matter of saving the environment. We’re talking about huge things.”

For the mining industry, the potential of Stoddart’s research is enormous. Enormous volumes of tailings are produced each year, and the environmental impact of these tailings has been a major concern for regulators and the public.

Cycladex believes its technique is cheaper than current methods and could eventually replace the cyanide leaching process. Cycladex is currently piloting the technique on some of the world’s largest gold mines, which could bring about a rapid and dramatic reduction in the amount of tailings produced. The company estimates that its technique could reduce the amount of tailings produced by up to 90%.

The company is now looking for further partners, and has just announced a major new contract with a major mining company. The company believes that this could mark the beginning of a new era in gold mining.

“With Sir Fraser’s discovery, we’re on the cusp of a new era in gold mining,” says Cycladex’s chief executive. “We believe that this could mark the beginning of a new era in gold mining, and we’re excited to be part of it.”

Decline of bee threats evolution of plants, evolution suggests

The feared demise of bumblebees could bring the evolution of the planet to a standstill, putting millions of species at risk, according to a new study.

The study, published in the journal Science, found that bumblebee species are in decline worldwide, and that this is having a significant impact on the evolution of plants.

The researchers found that bumblebees are critical to the evolution of plants, and that their decline is having a significant impact on the evolution of plants. They found that bumblebees are responsible for more than 20% of all flower pollinations, and that they are the only bees that are capable of pollinating plants that cannot be pollinated by other bees.

The researchers said that their findings suggest that the decline of bumblebees is having a significant impact on the evolution of plants, and that this could have a profound impact on the future of the planet.

The researchers recommended that more research be done on the role of bumblebees in the evolution of plants, and that steps be taken to protect bumblebees and their habitats.

Antarctic penguin numbers double previous estimates: scientists

Almost six million Adelie penguins are living in East Antarctica, more than double the number previously thought, scientists said on Thursday.

The United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has said that the world is facing a “catastrophic” decline in biodiversity, with many species at risk of extinction. The IPCC has said that the decline in bee populations has been causing alarm, partly because bees are so important as the pollinators of food crops.

The European Union is currently considering whether to replace the neonicotinoid pesticide, the main ingredient of Roundup, which has been linked, controversially, to cancer in humans and bees.

Other chemicals used by farmers are thought to have a devastating effect on bee populations. Professor Florian Siebel, of Zurich University, told The Independent: “Bumblebees and hoverflies have different preferences when it comes to flowers. Those preferences dictate which plants are being visited by the pollinator and that which plants are visited with males. The result is that bees and hoverflies can change their diets. It’s not just about the food, it’s about the chemical.

The decline in bee populations has been causing alarm, partly because bees are so important as the pollinators of food crops.
Weighing up the options: the future of energy policy in Africa

Shiraz主持的国际会议：关于社会健康的研究

The First International Congress on Social Studies on Health opened in Shiraz, Fars province, on Wednesday, IRNA news agency reported. Shiraz University of Medical Sciences is hosting the event and the authorities and social scientists, health leaders and experts will attend the congress, the event scientific secretary Sarmad Qahraman says.

ENGLISH PROVERB
Waste not, want not

PHRASAL VERB
Cheer somebody

MEANING: To encourage or motivate somebody

EXPLANATION: Example: You mustn't forget to cheer your team on at the match.

ENGLISH IDIOM
Bear in mind

MEANING: To tell someone to remember something

EXPLANATION: Example: I have to bear in mind that his body is less flexible than mine.
Pakistan rejects report about deployment of troops in Saudi Arabia

The United States Secretary of State Rex Tillerson has set out on a three-day visit to Asia amid tensions over North Korea’s missile launches and nuclear tests. Tillerson has been six days on his way to Japan on Wednesday and will move on to South Korea and then to the Middle East. His comments come with Turkey and the European Union undergoing an explosive crisis after key EU member states have pulled back a top of the former foreign minister’s official agenda.
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The two FIFA ethics chiefs responsible for banning some of the most prominent figures following the 2015 corruption scandal face an uncertain future and may not have the same moral or financial resources with knowledge of the matter to have Reuters.

Former FIFA president Sepp Blatter, his right-hand man Jerome Valcke and former Italian judge Marco Ciocchetti have all been barred from the sport's governing body for various lengths of time.

The scandal has also led to the indictment of several dozen soccer officials, mainly from Central and South America, in the United States. Blatter, Valcke and Ciocchetti, who have denied any wrongdoing, were not among them.

The sources said that a change of personnel could lead to the implementation of new initiatives or investigations as the new initiates would be familiarise themselves with both the ethics committee set up and the audit committee of the FIFA.

Rummenigge has already overseen a drastic restructuring of FIFA since he was elected in February last year as well as several key heads of department have left in some cases abruptly.

Last year, the committee investigated Infantino's own conduct, focusing on some of the flights he had taken during the occupation of his presidency and his failure to sign an employment contract. It found no evidence of wrongdoing.

Last May, the FIFA Congress gave the FIFA Council power to appoint or dismiss members of independent bodies such as the ethics committee and the audit and compliance committee.

Gomensoro Scala resigned as head of the latter in January, saying FIFA had taken away the independence of its watchdogs.
Iran learn opponents at FIFA U20 World Cup

Iran has learned their opponents at the 2017 FIFA U20 World Cup in South Korea. And this year’s Pool B has been drawn in Group C along with powerhouse Portugal, Zambia and Group C’s unknown quantity, in total out what turned to be a mouth-watering group. The group:

Group C: Portugal, Iran, Zambia

The FFA U-20 World Cup Republic of Korea 2017 will bring some amazing matches. Matchday 1 will take on Guinea in the opening match on 20 May, with Group A also including England and Argentina.

Iran names squad for World Cup qualifiers against Qatar, China

Carlos Queiroz has named his 19-man Iran squad for the 2017 FIFA U-20 World Cup qualifiers against Qatar and China in Group A.

Team Melli will play Qatar on March 23 in Doha and host five days later in Tehran’s Azadi Stadium. Team Melli has been playing against Uzbekistan, China and Syria in Group A of the third round of the competition.

Asian powerhouse has been pitted against Australia, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Iraq and South Korea in Group B.

The winner and runner-up of each group (four teams in total) will qualify for the 2018 FIFA World Cup, while the third-placed teams of each group (two teams in total) will head to the play-off round of the 2018 World Cup.

Iran sustains 2nd defeat in Asian women’s handball games

The Iran women’s national handball team sustained a second consecutive defeat against Uzbekistan with a 23-30 loss at the 18th edition of the Asian Women’s Handball Championship in South Korea, going down to the hosts.

On Wednesday, the Iranian squad, which had lost to China 8-33 in its opening Group A match two days earlier, scored to the Southeast Asian team 22-44 at Sowon Gymnasium in Suwon, located about 38 kilometers south of the capital, Seoul.

The Iranian sportswomen take on counterparts from Vietnam in their third encounter of the tournament on Friday. In the 18th edition of the Asian Women’s Handball Championship kicked off on March 13 in Suwon, South Korea will wrap up on March 22, 2017. The tournament is being held under the aegis of Asian Handball Federation.

The Iranian team has been pitted against South Korea, China and Vietnam in Group A of the competition.

Hong Kong, Japan, Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan are drawn in Group B.

Sevilla boss Jorge Sampaoli: ‘A dream has gone’ after Champions

Jose Antonio Camacho has hit out at the Champions League’s “undeserved” defeat to Sevilla in the quarterfinals and says his team are “deeply hurt”.

Sevilla boss Jorge Sampaoli has insisted his team are “deeply hurt” after Champions League exit at the hands of 10-man Sevilla.

Sampaoli said at his postmatch news conference:

“Sevilla were very important in both matches, suffered two penalties. Beyond the pain, the players have to stick with their work.

With 10 men still forced Levies back to their goal, we were all over them in the second half and created dangerous situations, but it was difficult because they were playing at home.”

Juventus’ Gigi Buffon: ‘I want to avoid Leicester’ in UCL quartfinales

Of all the European giants that Juventus could face in the Champions League quarter-finals, goalkeeper Gigi Buffon is most concerned about Leicester City.

Last year’s surprise Champions League winners will join the likes of Barcelona, Real Madrid and Bayern Munich in Friday’s draw after overcoming a first-leg deficit to beat Sevilla 3-2 on aggregate in Spain.

And speaking after Juventus saw off Porto in the round of 16, Buffon said Leicester were his biggest concern.

“Of course it’s a big match, but I was not saying it’s the biggest match in the world, but of course it’s a big match,” said Buffon.

“The question is if we can survive the game and get as far as possible in the competition. That’s the only thing that matters.”

Japan travel to United Arab Emirates next week, where a poor result – with just two automatic qualification berths available – would leave Japan’s hopes of reaching the semi-finals of the tournament high.

But at the halfway point of the Russia 2018 campaign, Japan face a significant improvement if they are to make it to Russia, after just one point separating the top four sides – a quartet also comprised of a rejoicing Saudi Arabia and the Netherlands.

FIFA World Cup Final coach Bert van Marwijk, West Asian up-and-comers United Arab Emirates and continental Champions Australia.

Kiyotake: There is great pressure on Japan

Most football fans around the world expect Japan to be one of the Asian representatives at the 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia™. After finally breaking through to the elite stage for the 1998 World Cup in France, the one-time sleeping giant of Asian football has made up for lost time with five consecutive appearances in the world football’s elite.

But at the halfway point of the Russia 2018 campaign, Japan face a significant improvement if they are to make it to Russia, after just one point separating the top four sides – a quartet also comprised of a rejoicing Saudi Arabia and the Netherlands.

Despite Japan’s hopes in the 2015 AFC Asian Cup, Japanese midfielders Hiroki Kiyotake says the intensity at the summit of Asian Zone Group B is evidence of rapid developing standards across the world’s most populated continent.

AFC Asian Cup Japan’s defeat to Saudi Arabia at the quarter-finals, which was the second biggest result of the entire tournament, left Japan’s dream extinguished by UAE at the 2015 AFC Asian Cup.

Japan’s Class of 2010 returned from the World Cup Russia 2014, being the first Asian team to reach the final stage of the competition.

“I want to avoid Leicester,” Buffon told Mediaset.

And speaking after Juventus saw off Porto in the Champions League quarterfinals, goalkeeper Gigi Buffon has insisted the team’s chances to bring home the trophy this season have been “undeserved.”

His team’s Champions League successes have helped Juve to set up the dream of winning a first Champions League trophy since 1996.

Buffon kept a clean sheet as Juventus won Tuesday’s second leg 1-0 to complete a 3-0 aggregate victory over Porto, who had made Pepe Reina cost.

“I think we have the quality to face these teams,” Buffon said. “I think we have the quality to face these teams.”

“I think we have the quality to face these teams.”
Songwriter Afshin Yadollahi dies at 48

Iranian director Mehrdad Oskui’s acclaimed documentary “Starless Dreams” made its debut performance at the Aseman Hall of the Tehran Inter-Orchestra announced in a press release on Tuesday.

The orchestra also played two bricolage pieces by Mashayekhi. Austrian musician Renald Doppie, who plays the saxophone and clarinet, accompanied the ensemble in this part of the performance.

“A Starless Dreams’” performance was accompanied by music of Ahmed Eftkhari-Hosseini, its debut performance at the Aseman Hall of the Iranian Academy of Arts on Monday evening.

A repertoire of pieces by Estonian composer Arvo Part, Italian-born French composer Jean-Baptiste Lully and German composer Johann Sebastian Bach was performed during the concert conducted by Nader Mashayekhi, a former conductor of the Tehran Symphony Orchestra, the Tehran Inter-Orchestra announced in a press release on Tuesday.

The orchestra had to overcome many obstacles to establish and to perform the concert.

Paul McCartney should wait to get back Beatles songs, Sony/ATV says

NEW YORK (Reuters) — Paul McCartney, who has waited decades to reclaim ownership of hundreds of the Beatles’ songs, should wait a little longer rather than continue his U.S. lawsuit against Sony/ATV Music Publishing LLC, the defendant said.

In a filing on Monday with the U.S. District Court in Manhattan, a lawyer for Sony/ATV said the publisher has not yet challenged the court’s order to terminate its copyrights in the songs, starting in October 2018.

As a result, McCartney’s Jan. 18 lawsuit “impermissibly seeks an advisory opinion on a hypothetical claim” and should be dismissed for the time being, the lawyer, Donald Zakarin, wrote.

Lawyers for McCartney had no immediate comment on Tuesday.

The rock legend, 74, was outbid by Michael Jackson in 1985 for the rights to songs credited to McCartney and John Lennon such as “I Want to Hold Your Hand” “Yesterday” and “Hey Jude.”

These rights were rolled a decade later into Sony/ATV’s joint venture with Sony Corp. (8751.T). Jackson’s estate sold its stake in that venture to Sony for $70 million last year.

McCartney said 1-1/2 months after a British court rejected similar claims against Sony/ATV’s Gloucester Place Music unit by Duran Duran, saying the pop groups’ contracts were governed by English law and barred members from reclaiming their songs.

Zakarin said McCartney’s claims are also governed by English law and that he should wait for Duran Duran to finish its appeal rather than engage in “forum shopping” in the United States.

A dismissal without prejudice now would spare McCartney’s claims are also governed by English law, and that he should wait for Duran Duran to finish its appeal rather than engage in “forum shopping” in the United States.

U.S. District Judge Edgardo Ramos is scheduled to consider Zakarin’s letter at an April 5 conference, ahead of an expected formal motion to dismiss McCartney’s lawsuit.

The case is McCartney v Sony/ATV Music Publishing LLC et al, U.S. District Court, Southern District of New York, No. 17-00363.